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Abstract. This paper presents a tool suite which enables requirements-driven software reuse. The suite is built around requirements models that are transformed into design and code thus forming so-called ‘software cases’. These requirements models can be compared for software case retrieval and reuse.

1 Motivation and related work

Effective reuse of design and code artifacts is associated with mechanisms for asset indexing. Normally, additional indexing information has to be added to the reuse repository in a manual process. Some approaches allow for generating the indexes based on the information contained in the meta-model which defines the structure of the assets (see [1]). In other approaches, semantic information is attached to the assets to enable case-based retrieval (see [2]). In many product line approaches, a family of systems is indexed through requirements where the problem domain plays crucial role (see [3] for an interesting insight).

The fundamental problem with current requirements-based indexing approaches is that requirements lack precision. This prevents from automatic indexing and retrieval based on such indexes. In this work we follow the use-case-based path started by Jacobson et al. in [4]. We make the use cases precise as introduced in [5] at the same time offering tools that enable formulating requirements with asset indexing potential. This can be achieved by treating requirements as models and applying modern model transformation techniques. This way we address the problems with wider adoption of software reuse (see [6]) consisting mainly in the existence of investment barriers (effort necessary to prepare assets for reuse and then to retrieve them). The presented tool suite enables software development scenarios where requirements specifications (problem statements) automatically form indexes to design and code artifacts (problem solutions) at a very detailed level thus forming so-called ‘software cases’ ready for comparison and reuse.

2 ReDSeeDS tool mechanisms

Requirements based reuse has been accomplished through building of a tool called ReDSeeDS Engine in the context of the ReDSeeDS (www.redseeds.eu) Project. The tool allows for the following reuse scenario.
The requirements, specified through an appropriate editor (1 in Figure 1) serve as queries to the software case repository (2). The tool responds with a set of similarity values (both for whole software cases and for individual requirements, see 3)). After choosing one of the similar software cases we can select its elements for reuse. This selection is done by following generated mapping links in a special multi-tree browser (4). Within this browser, we can visualize mapping links of the retrieved software case. These links identify a slice of a software case suitable for reuse. The slice (4) shows the root requirements (here: the ‘Submit application’ use case) together with the associated domain vocabulary and design elements. The design elements depend on the actual transformation (including the architectural style) used when creating the software case. Appropriate components with interfaces, operations and code-level (e.g. DTO) classes can be taken for reuse. The last activity is to merge the resulting slice of a former software case with the current project by keeping those parts that completely fit, and adapting the other parts. This is again supported by the detailed results of the similarity measure that highlight the differences between two scenarios (5). Below we briefly present some of the important research contributions that allow for this scenario.

**Requirements Specification Language.** The language allows for building semantically rich use case models with detailed scenarios and is based on a detailed metamodel. The scenarios use a simple subject-verb-object(s) notation presented in Figure 2. The terms used within scenarios are linked to a domain vocabulary specific for a given software case (left parts of $Q_1$ and $R_{21}$).
The vocabularies for different software cases are linked to a global terminology (WordNet based, see [7], [8]).

**Indexing design models with requirements.** The indexing is done with mapping links that are generated with an automatic MDA-style transformation. The transformation takes scenario steps and domain elements to create components, interfaces and operations at the design level. Moreover, interaction diagrams are generated which allow for partial code generation for the application logic. This is briefly illustrated in Figure 2 (see arrows between $R_{21}$ and $D_{21}$).

**Similarity comparison.** The similarity measure is based on semantic and structural characteristics of use case scenarios. Queries to the software case repository are formulated through partial RSL models (see $Q_1$ in Fig. 2). For every query, a combination of measures is calculated. This combination includes mechanisms from information retrieval, graph comparison, description logic and WordNet (see [9] for more details).
3 Conclusion and validation summary

The ReDSeeDS Engine implements research contributions in several fields presented briefly in the previous section. It is a combination which forms a comprehensive system which facilitates creation and reuse of requirements-based ‘software cases’. It is important that the system does not necessitate variability analysis and a family of systems is created implicitly through creation of evolving software cases. The validity of approach has been determined through a series of experiments led by Fraunhofer IESE with several development teams (see Acknowledgements). By using the UTAUT [10] methodology it has been acknowledged that the system is appreciated by the developers and has significant capabilities to improve performance of software development. The results of the validation study are available as a ReDSeeDS project report.
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